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Developing Windows Store Apps with HTML5 and JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2013

	The Windows store is growing in popularity and with this step-by-step guide it's easy to join the bandwagon using HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript. From basic development techniques to publishing on the store, it's the complete primer.


	Overview

	
		Learn about the powerful new features in HTML5 and...
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Sencha Touch Mobile JavaScript FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2012


	Since its initial launch, Sencha Touch has quickly become the gold standard for

	developing rich mobile web applications with HTML5. Sencha Touch is the first

	HTML5 mobile JavaScript framework that allows you to develop mobile web

	applications that look and feel like native applications on both iPhone and Android

	touchscreen...
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Cascading Style Sheets: The Definitive Guide, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2004
If you are a web designer or document author interested in  sophisticated page styling, improved accessibility, and saving time  and effort, this book is for you. All you really need before starting  the book is a decent knowledge of HTML 4.0. The better you know HTML,  of course, the better prepared you'll be. You will  need to...
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More Eric Meyer on CSSNew Riders Publishing, 2004

	More Valuable CSS Projects from the Master-Eric Meyer!


	Just like its predecessor, this book takes a hands-on approach to teaching CSS. Through ten all new projects, Eric Meyer continues to instruct CSS devotees on how to make CSS work to solve their design challenges. Projects include converting and...
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Learn Qt 5: Build modern, responsive cross-platform desktop applications with Qt, C++, and QMLPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the fundamentals of QT 5 framework to develop interactive cross-platform applications

	
		Key Features

		
			A practical guide on the fundamentals of application development with QT 5
	
			Learn to write scalable, robust and adaptable C++ code with QT
	
			Deploy your...
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HTML5 Solutions: Essential Techniques for HTML5 DevelopersFriends of Ed, 2011

	The development of Hypertext Markup Language stopped in 1999 with its final version, n.4, made by the
	World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Technology, however, has not stood still in the meantime: the W3C
	also worked on interesting projects such as the generic Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
	to XML, as well as on new markup...
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Pragmatic Guide to SassPragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
	
		Wel come to the Pragmatic Guide to Sass. Sass (Syntactically
	
		Awes o me Style Sheets) enables you to do amazing things
	
		with your style sheets, helping you describe how HTML is
	
		laid out on a web page. Sass is an alternative way of writing
	
		CSS.
	


	
		“What’s wrong with regular ol’...
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Beyond jQueryApress, 2016

	Beyond jQuery gives you the confidence to abandon your jQuery crutches and walk freely with the power of the "web API" and JavaScript! Learn about the most important concepts surrounding web development as the mystic powers of jQuery are explained, allowing you to forgo this seemingly quintessential library in your software...
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Pro CSS TechniquesApress, 2006

	Pro CSS Techniques is the ultimate CSS book for the modern web developer. If youve already got web design and development basics under your belt, but want to take your knowledge to the next level and unleash the full power of CSS in your web sites, then this is the book for you. It is a collection of proven CSS techniques that you...
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Practical CSS3: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2012

	This book teaches how to use CSS3 to build cool, responsive user interface features that are feasible for use in real-world projects today. Readers will appreciate the author's approachable style and will catch on quickly with this easy-to-follow, practical guide. Well known and respected CSS3 expert Chris Mills devotes much of the book...
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Hands-On Full Stack Development with Spring Boot 2.0  and React: Build modern and scalable full stack applications using the Java-based Spring Framework 5.0 and ReactPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop efficient and modern full stack applications using Spring Boot and React 16

	
		Key Features

		
			Build resourceful backends using Spring Boot and faultless frontends using React
	
			Explore techniques involved in creating a full stack app
	
			Add CRUD...
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MediaWiki Skins Design: Designing attractive skins and templates for your MediaWiki sitePackt Publishing, 2008

	MediaWiki Skins Design takes you through the process of creating a new skin
	(design) for your wiki, from thinking about your wiki's audience and purpose, to
	adding social media features, and even styling the wiki for printing.


	This book will show the reader how to customize the appearance of their MediaWiki site by creating...
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